Brisbane Adventist College  
Year 11 Subject Selection – 2015

Student Name: __________________

Please choose one Core Subject from each line and one Elective Subject from each line to indicate your preference of subjects for Year 11. Remember that prerequisite achievements are required for some subjects. This form should be completed with reference to the Senior Student Information Guide 2015.

**CORE SUBJECTS** – choose one option from each line

1.   [ ] Study of Religion   [ ] Religion and Ethics
2.   [ ] English            [ ] English Communication
3.   [ ] Maths B            [ ] Maths A            [ ] Pre-Vocational Maths

**ELECTIVE SUBJECTS** – choose one option from each line  
(before selecting ‘Pathway’ on an Elective Line, see information below on Alternate Pathways)

4.   [ ] Maths C            [ ] Ancient History  [ ] Music            [ ] Physical Ed  [ ] Pathway
5.   [ ] Biology            [ ] Accounting       [ ] Graphics          [ ] ITS            [ ] Pathway
6.   [ ] Chemistry          [ ] Legal Studies   [ ] Visual Art        [ ] Tech Studies [ ] Pathway
7.   [ ] Physics            [ ] Economics        [ ] Drama Studies     [ ] Home Economics [ ] Pathway

**ALTERNATE PATHWAYS** – ‘Early Start’

Get an “Early Start” on your career! You will need to consult with the Careers Advisor (Mr Peters) about one of these alternate pathways. If so, please tick the appropriate box/s and arrange an appointment as soon as possible after considering your subject options. Each of these options contributes credits towards a Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE). Conditions apply to these options.

- [ ] TAFE Certificate or Diploma – one day per week – eligible to do one less elective subject in lieu
- [ ] School Based Apprenticeship – one/two days per week – eligible to do one/two less elective subjects in lieu
- [ ] Tertiary Enhanced Studies Program (Yr 12) – one day per week – eligible to do one less elective subject in lieu

**NOTES:**

1. Core and Elective Subjects shown in normal print are known as “Authority Subjects” and are subjects that contribute credits to both the QCE and to an Overall Position (OP).
2. Core Subjects shown in italics and underlined are called “Authority Registered Subjects” (non OP) and may contribute credits towards the Queensland Certificate of Education (QCE).
3. Please note that some classes have limitations on the number of available places. In the event of a class being full, students will be asked to select another subject on that line as their next choice. This may also occur if a student has not met a subject’s prerequisite requirements.
4. Some subjects/courses may involve additional costs due to ‘take home’ projects, specialised equipment, excursions or external costs.

Please sign below to indicate your approval of the above selections and to acknowledge an understanding that a selection indicated on this form is no guarantee of a place in the chosen subject.

Student signature: __________________________     Date: __________________

Parent name: ________________________________ Parent signature: __________________________